DIVISION 09 - FINISHES

SECTION 090000 – GENERAL

091000 – SUMMARY

1.1. Finish standards have been defined in the University of Minnesota Interior Finish Standards and shall be implemented as outlined in Division 9-06: Interior Finish Standards.

1.2. Exceptions to these standards may be submitted for review by completing the Interior Finish Standards Exception Form.

1.3. Additional products to complete building finish solutions shall meet the performance requirements within the appropriate Division. They are to be presented for review and approval to the University of Minnesota, University Architect and/or designee.

END OF SECTION 091000
DIVISION 09 - FINISHES

SECTION 099123 – INTERIOR PAINT

PART 2 – PRODUCT QUALITY

2.1 Products manufactured by Benjamin Moore and Sherwin Williams are the University’s interior finish standards. Products by other manufacturers selected to meet specialty finish requirements must meet or exceed Benjamin Moore products.

2.2 Paint and other coating colors must be chosen from the current year Official University of Minnesota Color palettes.

2.2.1 University interior paint colors are found in Division 091000 - Interior Finish Standards.

2.2.2 Specific colorations for University of Minnesota Athletics must be coordinated through the University Project Manager.

2.2.3 University Brand Colors for signage paint colors and logos are found at University Relations, Communication Resources.

END OF SECTION 099123